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Harding student attacked, robbed on campus
the nurses' station when this car
pulled
up playing loud music,"
editor-in -ch ief
Bundy said. "Suddenly, someone
&
jumped out of the car and attacked
me from behind."
LAUREN BUCHER
Bundy said he initially wonnews editor
dered which of his friends would
give him such a big hug that they
A Harding student was attacked threw him to the ground. Then the
and robbed on campus Tuesday man who had tackled him started
at about 8 p.m. in a parking lot hitting him.
near Center Street and Dr.Jimmy
"I had hit my head really hard
Carr Drive.
against the cement, and I was really
Senior Ethan Bundy said he was dazed," Bundy said. "But soon I
walking back to his apartment in realized they were looking for my
West apartments after attending wallet, which I was carrying in my
a campus forum when two men backpack. Once I realized that,
jumped out of a car and attacked I shimmied out of my backpack
him, stealing his backpack and wallet. straps and ran as fast as I could
"I was ... crossing through the away from them."
parking lot about a 100 feet from
Bundy said he notified Public

by J.M. ADKISON

Safety and was taken to the emergency room to be treated for injuries
suffered during the attack. He was .
released later that evening.
"I can't recall the [last robbery]
on campus," said Craig Russell,
director of Public Safety. "We
had a robbery in '95 when the
business office was robbed. This is
an exceedingly rare and very, very
unusual situation."
Russell said Public Safety is
working with the Searcy Police
Department in the investigation of
the robbery and will keep students
updated with information. Students,
faculty and staff received crime alert
texts and emails around 8:30 p.m.
to notify the Harding community
of the event and to advise caution
when walking through campus

Suddenly, someone jumped out of the

car and attacked me f rom behind.
-Ethan Bundy,
senior
alone at night.
The Searcy Police Department
said another robbery took place at
8:30 p.m. on South Pecan Street
when 25-year-old Earl Mingues
was also attacked and robbed.
Bundy said he was doing fine
and was able to attend classes the
next day. He said he even got his
backpack back.
"Public Safety did a great job,"
Bundy said. "After they took care
of me, an officer went back to
where I was attacked and found

my backpack sitting on the curb
with my wallet in it. All of the
cash had been taken out of it, but
they didn't take my debit card. I am
doing good now, and I have great
friends who are taking care of me."
Both victims described the suspects
as black males driving a light blue,
older-model car, according to the
Searcy Police Department's press
release. Anyone with information
about these incidents is asked to
contact the Searcy Police Department 501-268-3531.

The Underground Cafe projected to reopen in spring
by CHANEY MITCHELL
asst. photographer
The coffee shop The Underground is projected to open
during the spring semester after its abrupt close this summer.
The current owner ofThe Underground Cafe (formerly
The Underground Coffee Shop), Sean Hudkins, owned
the company The Underground Cafe, but someone else
owned the building The Underground Cafe was located
in. Due to financial issues, the building's owner lost the
building, causing Hudkins to close The Underground Cafe
company on May 29.
"Some things went down this past summer not having
anything to do with us,"Hudkins said concerning the closure.
In addition to owning The Underground Cafe, Sean
and his wife own Zion, a nonprofit rock-climbing center.
Zion and The Underground Cafe are two separate entities
housed in the same building.
The Hudkinses created Peace Agenda LLC for the
purpose of buying the building.
"It closed because of circumstances outside of our control
and because of that we were able to come in and purchase
the building, which we had intended to do for a couple of
years," Hudkins said.
The Hudkinses said they bought the building from the
First Community Bank, which had taken ownership of
it, and are now in the process of reselling to a business or
organization in the community with specific guidelines
to protect Zion and its outreach, which is geared toward
sharing Christ's love to the community through climbing.
It also provides a space for community involvement.
The building is up for sale at two listed prices. One
price includes the Zion climbing center and creates a tax
write-off for the owner. The other price is higher and would
include removal of Zion from the building and letting the
new owner take control of what to put into the building.
"Our [Zion's] goal is to operate in the community,"
Hudkins said.
Currently, two groups of people looking into the building are going to put in a coffee shop and make the needed

photo by CHANEY MITCHELL I The Bison
According to Sean Hudkins, who previously owned The Underground Cafe and currently owns the
Z ion Climbing Center, The Underground Caf e should reopen this c oming spring .

upgrades to the more than 130-year-old building.
The Hudkinses said they are more focused on Zion than
The Underground and are going to keep it up and running
with any new owners.
"We enjoyed running The Underground but Zion was
our passion," Hudkins said. "The rock climbing and the
ministry and the Harding class we teach are the things
we enjoy."
Zion is closed to the public but is still part of the
climbing class offered on Harding's campus. Zion does,
however, offer outdoor excursions and provide the portable
rock-climbing wall at events.
"[The Hudkinses] are trying to so get some activity

going with signing a group of people who want to learn
how to climb outdoors, and they'll take an excursion team
out to Jamestown Craig, in Batesville, Ark., to teach them
the basics and get them climbing," senior Dylan Parker, a
former employee, said.
Hudkins said he misses The Underground.
"Underground for us was always a place that created
conversation, that nurtured that, that nurtured different ideas
to be discussed without being- without constraints - that
can go on just to encourage the conversation as much as
anything and so ideally that is going to continue," he said.
The final word is that The Underground and Zion will
open back up in the spring, Hudkins said.

RECAPPING CLUB WEEK
by BISON STAFF

organizing the club week process and
bear much of the responsibility for
It was no secret that club week was making sure everything runs smoothly.
going to be different this year.
'We had an amazing club week, and
Speculations on what the new in- I think it went really well," said junior
duction process would be like floated LeAndra Grant, a vice president for
from meeting to meeting among club Shantih. "The girls and the guys that
members since last semester.
were joining the clubs could definitely
For nearly a year club officers worked see or tell if you were going along with
with the deans at Interclub Council the reform and being excited about it,
meetings and with their own clubs to and they definitely get out of it what
refocus the appearance and attitude of you put into it."
club week to match new regulations
However, many vice presidents said
created by the administration.
it was not an easy transition.
With club week finished and new
"I did not like the constant ten~ion
members fully inducted, the deans, club that was present during the week," said
officers and club members have started senior Jarod Taylor, vice president for
to reflect on the altered club process. Titans. "It seemed as if every time I
"I was very pleased overall with club turned around some club leader was
week this year," said David Collins, getting into trouble due to a club event.
dean for students and vice Eresident for I understand that club week has been
Student Life. "I commend Dean [Kara] revised, but it could have been less
Abston, club sponsors and especially strict."
club officers for the tremendous effort
For many clubs, new members were
they put into making this such a positive not required to fill out pledge books
and enjoyable week. I was impressed with club sign atures or fulfill assignby the creativity several clubs showed ments given by older members.
in reshaping their existing traditions,
Rather than spending· the majority
even makin9, them more meaningful of the day in between and after classes
than before. '
seeking signatures in the student center,
Club vice presidents are tasked with new members were expected to join

club-related activities only from 5 to
11 p.m. Some clubs regret the disappearance of the pledge book tradition.
"Our club always Lrequired]Jledge
books for the new members," sai junior
Lori Wilkinson, a Pi Theta Phi older
member. "It's an important part of our
club because you have to meet everyone
and actually get to know a little about
the members, and this year we didn't
get to know everyone because [the
books were not required]."
Wilkinson said a positive aspect of
the changes was the fact that it made
the old members be more thoughtful
of how they treated the new members.
"One of the good things about the
changes was that they made us be
more aware of what we were doing and
didn't give the girls a bad impression
of us or allow us to intimidate them,"
Wilkinson said. "I know that I was
intimidated by older girls the year I
pledged."
This year's new club members were
the first to go through the revamped
process as the first step of their social
club experience.
"[Club] week was really fun, but
I didn't know really what to expect
becausf_ !_~new they were ch anging

a lot," said freshman Carly Kendrick,
a new Zeta Rho member. "I think all
the changes turned out for the best
though. I think t aking away the mean
stuff really helped because some of the
older girls in my club still won't talk to
the girls that hazed them because they
were so mean, and that's really sad."
But some of the new members said
they still wanted to experience club
week traditions of the past.
"I was disappointed with [club]
week because we didn't bond as much
as I think we could h ave," said freshman Brittany Gibson, a new member
of Ju Go Ju. 'We should be allowed
to have pledge names because they're
fun and to be able to do stuff in the
student center. I understand that the
administration is trying to make a
point, and they made their point loud
and clear."
Abston, the primary organizer behind the new club week process, said
she was pleased overall with the results
of the new club week.
"At this time we are continuing to
assess the process and will make changes
as needed, but overall the Office of
Student Life was very pleased with
the week," Abston said.
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'Movember': Men
grow mustaches
for health research
by KAELYN
TAVERNIT

student writer

photo by ASHEL PARSONS I The Petit Jean

Engineering students Chris Palmer and Zac Clevinger build roller coasters Wednesday, Nov. 9,
during an engineering lab in the Ulrey Performing Arts Center. Weeks of design went into this project.

Disease kills bats, threatens species
by LAUREN
BUCHER
n ews editor

nessec has been affu:tecl. Sratc
cocexpem said thewhitr nose
fungus could be in Arkansas
within a year, 1KXDrding to the

Arkansas state parks website.
The distinctive white fungus
A rapidly spreading fungus of WNS grows on the muzzles
is decimating bat populations and wings ofaffected bats. The
in the Eastern United States. fungus, which is not deadly
M ore than a million hibernat- in itself, kills bats because it
ing bats have died since cave disrupts their behavior during
explorers discovered White their hibernation, preventN ose Syndrome in 2006.
ing them from sleeping and
"When a syndrome kills subsequently disturbing times
90 percent of a population, when they leave the cave. Bats
it's pretty serious," said Blake affected by WNS often leave
Sasse, non-game mammal/ their hibernacula (caves and
furbearer program leader of mines where they hibernate)
the Arkansas Game and Fish during the day. During these
C ommission. "Ifyou are at all flights, they burn calories unconcerned about wildlife, this necessarily because there are
is the biggest mortality event no insects. The bats eventually
in the U.S. that we've ever lose their fat reserves and then
seen. It could make several freeze or starve. Oftentimes bats
endangered species of bat s affected by WNS will cluster
go extinct."
at the front of the cave or mine
Researchers first identified where they are hibernating,
the disease in a cave in New another unusual behavior.
York in February of 2006.
The disease is spread via
The c:h:Eamlin!Dlollllirt contact from bat to bat and
16 sbW;s ilhd four Canadian possibly from humans who
ptuvi.t>.EeL No dl!it:S ha"~ been inadvertently carry the fungus
~inA.ibnsas,butTen- from one cave to another on

their clothes or caving gear. As
a preventative measure, the US.
Forest Service and the state of
Arkansas closed virtually all
of the caves in Arkansas state
parks in 2010.
'Just about all the caves on
public land have been closed
to prevent the spread, but we
have something like 3,500
caves in the state, most ofthem
are on private property, an d
the individual landowner can
decide whether to allow people
in or go in themselves," Sasse
said. "Closing caves to human
access is the only preventive
measure that we can take. If
you choose to go into caves
on private lands, you can use
bleach to clean gear, b oots,
clothing and all that; this is
not foolproof, but it can help."
All bats that hibernate in
caves can be vulnerable to WNS,
according to Sasse. Bats that
hibernate in the forest may
not be affected. The fungus
affects the bat s only in the
winter months and is found
only in caves.
Out of the 45 bat species
native to the U.S., more than

Honors College
trades for cause
by NICOLE
SULLENGER

opinions editor
The game "Bigger is Better," in which the goal is to
trade something small, such
as a p aper clip, for a bigger
obj ect and k eep repeating
this to get the largest object
p ossible, is one that many
students are familiar with.
N ow the Honors College is
using that game as a platform
to raise money for a homeless
shelter. The Honors College
is asking students to see
what t hey can get after a
week of exchanging items
o n campus, starting with a
p aper clip. The contest will
start Nov. 28 and ends with
an auction on Dec. 3, with
all of th e proceeds going to
J acob's Place, a homeless
m ission in Searcy where
families without homes can
temporarily live.
"You would start offwith
something small, like a paper
clip, and you would go door to
door to trade that paper clip
for maybe a comb," Honors
C ollege President Stephen
M cBride said. "You would
t rade the comb for maybe
a shoe or something like
t hat. Eventually it gets so
ridiculous that one time a
guy got a house for a paper
clip in 14 trades."
McBride said he came up
with the idea one day when
he was talking to Dr. Warren Casey, the dean of the
H onors College, trying to
think of things the Honors
C ollege could do to serve
the community. As this idea
developed, it became the focus
of the semester.

McBride said he chose
Jacob's Place becau se it
teach es families budgeting
and shopping skills.
"It's not an issue of too
many or too little; it's just
getting as many as possible
to get the biggest benefit for
Jacob's P lace," McBride said.
Every student on campus
is invited to participate in
the fundraiser and to make
as many trades as possible
throughout the week. There
are no restrictions on items
that can and cannot be traded
and students are encouraged
to involve the faculty in the
trading process. Students can
either trade by themselves, in
groups of three or more, or
trade with their social club.
"The idea ofthe service project is actually fun," sophomore
Jessie Boyd said. "It's not just
raising money; it 's a game."
Because the fu n draiser
is in December and toward
th e end of the semester, the
Honors College is hoping
people will like the idea of
getting items for cheaper than
they could anywhere else.
"It's the end ofthe semester
and I'm hoping that seniors
will be more likely to give
away that refrigerator and
make those trades because
they're hoping to get rid of
them anyway,"McBride said.
The auction will be open to
the entire student body along
with the Searcy community,
with prizes being given away
to the people who bring the
items that sell the highest.
To participate in this fundraiser, sign up at the table
outside the bookstore or locate
the event on Facebook For any
questions, contact McBride
at smcbride@harding.edu.

When a syndrome kills 90
percent of a
population, it's
pretty serious.
-Blake Sasse,
Arkansas
Game and Fish
Commission
half depend on hibernation
during the winter; conven;cly,
the bat species that migrate
during winter have not been

affected.
"This disease could make
a couple of species go extinct
and reduce the bats to a tiny
fraction ofthe population they
once h ad," Sasse said. "There is
not really anything comparable
to this in the U.S."
So fu some researchers have
m an aged to treat individual
bats, but no one has come up
with anything to treat a large
numb er of bats at a time,
Sasse said.

November strikes and
the facial hair starts sprouting. "No-Shave November"
finally gives men a reason to
be lazy and not shave their
scruffy faces . However, this
November men's facial hair
gains a deeper meaning with
"Movember."
Movember is a worldwide
campaign to help spark
awareness for men's health.
Movember began Nov.
1, when men all over the
world started with a clean
shaven face. Throughout the
month, men will trim and
groom their facial hair into
full grown mustaches; these
men are referred to as "Mos."
Mos promote awareness for
the affects ofprostate cancer
and other men's cancer and
health diseases.
"I'd participated in NoShave November for a while
and decided to branch our,"
said Harding graduate Ian

Thomas. "A.fier a briefsearch,
I cune across Movember and
was sold by their positive

campaign to change the face

of men's health."
Movember started in
Australia in 2003 and has
now become a worldwide
campaign. Countries like New
Zealand, the U.S., Finland,
the U.K., the Netherlands,
Spain and South Africa are
all a part of the Mos community.
"Movember is an interesting idea to raise funds
for a cause that doesn't get
enough attention," senior
Caleb Rummel said . "I
figured I had the ability to
help this cause: Ifl can, why
sh ouldn't I?"
One in six men will be
diagnosed with prostate

Movember is
an interesting
idea to raise
funds for a
cause that
doesn't get.
enough
attention.
-Caleb Rummel,
senior
cancer in his lifetime. By the
end ofMovember, Rummel
said that he wants more
people to understand the
significance of these health
issues and wants to make the
campus more aware.
The public display of
mustaches worn by men are
known as "Mo Bros."The
"Mo Sistas" are the women
who support the Mos in
their efforts by donating
money. Prizes are awarded
to Mo Bros and Sistas for
raising funds for the month
of Movember.
The Big Moustache on
Campus reward goes to the
student who raises the most
funds. The winner will receive
an 11-day "LA to the Bay"
tour trip for two. Other prizes
include mustache necklaces,
a TOMS gift pack and even
a gift certificate for a royal
shave treatment at the Art of
Shaving chain ofbarbershops.
"Harding is such a giving
campus, I would like to see
the student body add Movember, alongside other non
profits Harding supports, "
Rummel said. "My hope is
that Movember be added to
the list ofefforts who deserve
Harding's attention."
Anyone can register to
take part in Movember at
Movember.com.

Student Health urges flu vaccine
by GINA CIELO

ways to prevent the flu but the

web editor

best way is to get the annual
vaccine. W hile it is good for
everyone to get the shot, it is
especially important for college students as they are in
constant contact with others.
"Students live, study and
worship in areas of close
proximity," McCarty said.
"Viruses are easily spread
through droplets in the air,
germs on surfaces, and close
contact such as hugging or
shaking hands."
The CDC determined that
outbreaks ofthe flu can occur as
early as October, but the peak
season begins in January and
goes through March.
In order for students to

With the flu season just
around the comer, the nurses
ofHarding's Student Health
Services urge students to get the
flu shot to protect themselves
from the virus.
According to the Centers
for D isease Control and
Prevention, up to 20 percent
of Americans get the flu, a
contagious respiratory illness
caused by influenza viruses
that infect the nose, throat
and lungs, each year.
Lynn McCarty, director
of Student H ealth Services at
Harding, said there are many

insure peak coverage, McCarty
said students should get the
injection in October. Studies
show that immunity declines
between six and nine months
after vaccination.
Not only is it important to
get the vaccine, but it is crucial
to get it every year.
"It is important to get the
shot annually because immunity is short-term," McCarty
said. "Each year, the most
likely strains of influenza are
determined and the appropriate
vaccine is produced in an effort
to prevent large outbreaks of
influenza."
Despite the vaccine's success
in preventing the flu, McCarty
said she wants students to

know that the vaccine is not
for everyone.
"A person with a known
severe allergic reaction to
egg protein or with a lifethreatening reaction to previous
administration ofany influenza
vaccine should not take a flu
shot," McCarty said.
While the vaccine is
the best way to prevent the
flu, there are other things
that can prevent the virus.
McCarty recommends that
students maintain a healthy
diet, get enough rest, practice
cough hygiene and wash their
hands.
Students can receive the
shots at Student H ealth
Services for $15.
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At the Bison, it is our goal
to serve the Harding University student body with
integrity, truth and open
ears. However, we believe
that meeting that goal is
a two-way street between
our staff and the public it
serves.
We pledge to keep our
eyes and ears open to
what our community has
to say and hope that, in
return, that community
will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories
with us. We also pledge
to do the basics: report
accurate and relevant
information, check our
facts, and share them in
a professional, integrable
manner.
If you have any story ideas,
questions, comments or
concerns for the Bison staff,
please e-mail John Mark
Adkison, the editor-in-chief, at
jadkiso1@harding.edu
"The Bison (USPS 577-660) is
published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage
paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to The Bison, Harding
University 11192, SEARCY AR
72149-0001"

But
Let's Be
Honest ...

S

Would you
remember to
take time out of
this busy Nov.
11 to thank a
veteran? If so,
then "Three
cheers for you
... and the red,
white and blue."

ome 20 years ago, I told
my collegr sophomore son,
"America is a privileged
nation." He countered, "I disagree." And I rejoined, "Son,
that's the privilege." Since then,
and in our own lifetime, the on the 11th hour ofthe 11th day
United States of America has of the 11th month of1918, an
seen some dark days and yet armistice, or temporary cessasome very bright hours. We've tion of hostilities, was enacted
learned a lot about ourselves. between the Allied nations
It turns out that we don't just and Germany in World War I,
live in America, but rather then known as "the Great War"
that America also lives in us: (for people couldn't imagine a
"crowned with good through worse war). Today, and on each
Nov. 11, regardless of what
brotherhood."
And yet, we Christians day of the week on which it
are strangers and sojourners falls, an official wreath-laying
on this earth. Aren't we but ceremony is held at the Tomb
passing through ? N ot one of ofthe Unknowns in Arlington,
us is staying. We look to the Va., while other celebrations
city whose builder is God. Our are held in the states.
Although Thanksgiving is
citizenship is in heaven. We
also have earthly responsibili- a day when we pause to give
ties - duties to each other, to thanks for the things we have,
Veterans Day is a day when
Caesar and to God.
Governments were ordained we pause to give thanks for
by God . Religion provides the people who fought for
moral values that can make the things we have. So, let's
a country great. Government forget not the real reasons for
can provide the climate and America's Veterans Day.
Our Veterans Day helps focus
protections that make greatness
possible and sustainable. The attention on one important
Scriptures (e.g., Romans 13) purpose: a celebration to honor
certainly hint that, in clashes America's veterans for their
between good and evil on this patriotism, love of country,
earth, duly constituted govern- ·and willingness to serve and
ments are the vehicle through sacrifice for the common
which to right the wrong done good and mutual goodwill
and understanding between
to the innocent public.
And so it was, for example, nations. And just who are the

brave men and women who
serve and protect America?
Some volunteered; others were
drafted. They all learned how
to go and to fight and to win.
Presently, there are 23
million living military veterans in the U.S. Our nation's
service men and women come
from all walks of life. They
are parents, grandparents,
uncles, aunts, brothers, sisters,
spouses, nephews, nieces, and
children. They are friends,
neighbors and coworkers, and
an extraordinary part of their
communities. Twenty percent
of our College of Business
Administration faculty, for
example, are veterans. They
have ordinary names like Bob,
Mark, Don, George and Steve.
Although we Americans
ofte n have our differences
(especially during election
seasons), we still join together
in times of crisis. Judge Felix
Frankfurter provided the clarity we need: "Democracy is
always a beckoning goal, not a
safe harbor. For freedom is an
unremitting endeavor, never a
final achievement. That is why
no office in the land is more
important than that of being
a citizen."
Is this a great country or
what? Would you remember
to take time out of this busy
Nov.11 to thank a veteran? If
so, then "Three cheers for you
... and the red, white and blue."

DON DIFFINE is a
guest contributor for
the Bison. He may be
contacted at ddiffine@
harding.edu.

Volunteer at Home

I

've known a lot ofpeople who
have gone ~n intern~tional
programs smce commg to
Harding, most of whom were
wonderful and interesting people
who wanted to experience something great. When they would
talk about the things they saw and
the people they met I was right
on board, hoping to get some
useful information for when I too
climbed Mount Kilimanjaro or
painted buildings in Monterrey
or met a feral man in the jungle
and taught him the ways of our
Western culture. Personally, the
thought ofstrange new places is
fantastic. It would at least give
me an opportunity to put this
crazy-expensive HU education
to work.
However, when I consider the
situation it is hard for me not to
question the traveling itself Why
travel halfWay across the globe
while neglecting the issues that
surround us? Don't misunderstand
me, I am not saying helping in
foreign countries is wrong; I just
think we cannot only think about
helping others elsewhere.
There are plenty of local
agencies that seek to help White
County. Harding has plenty of
man/woman power, and yet
volunteers are still scarce. So
where does the problem start?
I don't want to bash our
wonderful Harding bubble, but
I personally believe the popula-

luke wendeborn

tion's priorities has a major effect
on this issue. The relationship
between our envirorunent and our
actions is reciprocal.1his is pretty
obvious when you walk through
a Wal-Mart. What is kept in a
glass case? Books? No. Video
games? Yes. CDs? No. IPod's?
Yes. We want what is newer and
more exciting; therefore, what
we are given is newer and more
exciting. This is what I believe
has happened at Harding, and
possibly throughout the Church.
We want to go overseas because we want to go somewhere
new and exciting. So when we
sign up for programs or start
programs we are more likely to go
to Zambia or Greece instead of
Memphis or Little Rock. I think
what we need is a greater focus
on domestic works. According
to Harding, 48 percent of all
Harding graduates participate
in study abroad "experiences."
Remarkable, but how many
participate in domestic "experiences"? How many domestic

I think what
we need is a
greater focus on
domestic works.
programs does Harding have?
Is there a chapel day when local
agencies are highlighted and
given emphasis? If we can do
it for other places why can't we
do it for White County?
We can by starting new domestic projects (like "Volunteer
Harding"), by working through
a catalyst (like the Spring Break
Missions Program), or my personal
favorite by volunteering at one of
the many organizations around
town (such as Searcy Children's
Homes, Hope Cottage, the
White County Aging Program
and Hospice).
There are so many opportunities at home and overseas, and
I don't want to discourage any
future missionaries from doing
what they're called to do. All I
want is for us to remember our
neighbor before buying a plane
ticket. Whatever the choice, I
hope we can at least acknowledge
the need for change.

LUKE WENDEBORN is
a guest contributor for
the Bison. He may be
contacted at lwendebo@
harding.edu.

You Area
Creeper

AI

defined by Merriam-Webster, a creeper
1s "a person or thing that creeps."Well,
t's also defined as a one-piece garment
for a child at the crawling age, but that's not
what I'm talking about.The way I see it, creepers
are an ever-present, all-too-common subspecies
of the male gender.
Now, this might sound a little harsh right
off the bat, but this isn't coining out of a mean
place in my heart.
1his· is coming from a girl who gets awkwardly harassed all too often. I'm not trying to
brag either. Attracting a creeper is nothing to
be proud of - in fact, I should be a little bit
embarrassed. If I attract weirdoes, what does
that say about me? That's neither here nor there,
though.The purpose ofthis commentary is not
to tell you how to get a girl. What I can do
is illustrate some situations that are definitely
not OK in any circumstance.
Failing tactic No.1 is the anonymous email.
Never in a million years will a normal girl respond positively to a secret admirer who told
her, "I do not know you, and you do not know
me. My heart aches to be with you. I wish to
make you smile just so I can experience it more."
Opening an email like that from a made-up
email address does nothing but make a person
uncomfortable. Whether or not that person was
joking around or being serious - that's weird.
Actually, it makes me want to cover my head in
a paper bag in order to avoid being stalked by
Mr. "I don't know you, but I've sent you three
creepy messages."
,
Also, if you are working at your job at, I
don't know . .. let's say Walgreens, don't come
rolling up to a girl on a shopping cart outside
in the dark asking how old she is, if she's single
and if she's busy. The first problem is that you
came rollin' up on a shopping cart - that's just
asking to be made fun of Also, you're working.
If she didn't already notice that you followed
her around everywhere in the store, the fact
that you were waiting outside on a cart really
meant you weren't doing anything productive.
As for on-campus hazards. Ifyou are a senior
and you casually see a freshman in the caf, it
might not be a good idea to Facebook chat her
five times a day. The fact that you somehow
found her on Facebook is strike one, your
Facebook chatting her the first time is strike
two and the perpetual chatting (that I assume
she ignores or says she has to "go study") is the
third strike - you're out. She's not that busy
and even if she has to study, the only reason
she's doing it now is to avoid talking to you.
She will also actively avoid you when you tell
her she "looked really pretty today," despite
the fact you've never met nor has she ever seen
you in her life.
To play it safe, I usually like to stick with the
rule that ifyou haven't talked with someone face
to face, it's probably a bad idea to try and talk
to him or her online. Only awkward situations
come from that.And while we're talking about
F acebook, ifany part ofyour name is "moneyfl.ow," "imakeitrain," "showtime," "smooth" or
any other title your mamma didn't name you,
I won't accept your friend request and I won't
reply to your message.
The worst creeper experience I've ever had
was in high school. There was a boy who followed me everywhere for more than three years,
stared backward at me while watching movies
in biology and, at school dances, I would literally have to hide behi."1.d my friends to avoid his
finding me. One time I went out to the school
parking lot (which holds 500-plus cars) and
there were only two cars left. As I got to my
car I heard a "Hey, Nicole," and guess who it
was? Just the creeper following me to his car parked right next to mine. Mind you, it's about
11 o'clock at night. Out ofthe other 499 spots,
somehow his car was neighbors with mine. Not
0 K. The stalking continued through college,
when he somehow got my number and tried to
text me. He was genuinely shocked and upset
when I bluntly told him he was really creeping
me out.1his was years ago and to this day he
is blocked on my Facebook, and rumor has it,
he has gotten in a bit of trouble with the law.
1his is a major problem.
Creepy behavior is all too common these
days and as an easily creeped-out girl, that makes
me sad. A girl should not have to run in and
out of a store before a manager sees her. She
should not have to create a list on Facebook
labeled "creepers" to prevent certain people
from seeing when she's online.
I know, I know. The Lonely Island told you
to "get your arms fl.exin' and your arms T-rexin'
and creep,"but I beg you not to listen. Don't be
a creeper. The creepy things you're thinking of
doing aren't going to work anyway, so let's save
both you and the target ofyour creep-o-meter
some time and keep the questionable comments,
stalking and obsession to ourselves.

NICOLE SOPHIA SULLENGER is
the opinions editor for the Bison.
She may be contacted at nsulleng@
harding.edu.
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If I
Ruled
The

World

Customer
Service

I

fl ruled the world, customer
service would have a whole
different meaning. In my
world, the customers would
serve the workers. Now, I am not
meaning customers would serve
the chef's dinner at a restaurant
or fix a mechanic's car or call the
telemarketer at 11 p.m. What I am
saying is that customers need to
have a more servant-minded attitude when dealing with workers,
wherever they happen to be. There
are those workers who truly do a
bad job at what they do and will
be good-day killers. But even then,
we've got to stay servant-minded.
I worked for nearly four years
at a movie theater, and for those
four years, I saw just about every
type of customer. Among the
many types, the most noticeable
were the popcorn gluttons, the
ladies-night-out 40-somethings,
the frat boys, the nervous first
daters, the date night pros, the
underage R-rated stowaways, the
artsy-fartsy film critic wannabes,
the irresponsible parents who take
their 4-year-olds to "300" and the
first-time families who never fail
to gawk at movie prices. Naturally
there were normal, average people
mixed in, but they don't make as
much of an impact. And mixed
into all of those types were the
snobby customers who griped about
food prices, butter consistency and
limited candy selection. If there is
one thing customers know how to
do, it is gripe about the small stuff.
I'm a customer too, and as a
customer, I've griped as well. But I
truly try to watch mysel£ The fact
that someone is wearing a neoncolored uniform with a tacky hat
and smells like a deep fryer does
not mean he or she is any less of
a human being. If anything, that
person should be commended
for his or her dedication. Some
jobs are simply more glamorous
than others, and sometimes those
working the double shift at a diner
work just as hard as the high-paid
CEO in the top-level office suite.
So let's show them some respect.
Christians can be just as bad
of customers as anyone else (and
even worse tippers), but I have
a feeling that getting frustrated
with the waitress just because she
brought out chicken instead ofbeef
is not exactly a W.WJ.D. moment.
Here is a suggestion for when you
next order that ultra-complicated
meal: Make sure to ask for a side
of fruit. We could all use a side
plate oflove,joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control when
things don't go just our way.
Instead of expecting to be
served, why don't we try to serve?
Life would be better for everyone
ifwe could be more patient, kinder
and gentler, and ifwe showed even
an ounce ofself-control. Going on
a tirade about how much movies
cost today to the box office worker
is not going to bring down the
ticket price. Getting mad at the
telephone operator because she
has a strong accent is not going
to make you understand her any
better and constantly sending your
soup back to the kitchen because
it's not the right temperature will
probably just get it sneezed on,
nuked in the microwave and sent
back with a friendlier smile.
How about we swallow the
frustration with the soup and
use kind words, loosen our grip
on the tips and develop some
good R-E-S-P- E -C-T for those
working for minimum wage? A
day's bad enough when you have
to handle a nine-hour shift in a
dorky uniform, so how about we
change our focus from getting
served to making someone's day
better?
This way, we would go from
expecting great customer service
to providing service as a customer.
J.M. ADKISON is the editorin-chief for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
jadkiso1@harding.edu.
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Favorite Holiday Traditions
savannah lee

Staff

A

s Thanksgiving bre ak
quickly approaches I think
of all the homework, tests
and projects I have to get done
before the holiday arrives. But
more than that, I look forward to
the family traditions that make
up my favorite holiday.
W e all have those holidays
we wait for the whole year. W e
wait for that time when we get to
enjoy traditions with the people
we care about most.
This holiday that brings me such
joy is spent with lots of family. We
gather together as most families
do to eat wonderful home-cooked
food, share stories from the past
year and play games.

When they
got home they
received a call
from the store
asking if they
were missing
a kid. They
then of course
rushed back
to the store to
retrieve their
forgotten child.
My family doe s stocking
stuffers every year, for which we
all have a paper grocery bag that
we decorate with our names. We
then fill each other's bags with
little gifts. Most people think of
stocking stuffers as a Christmas
thing, but since we get together
only for Thanksgiving we give
little gifts. In a way, we combine

the two holidays for one big
celebration. It's not much, but it
is fun and it is a tradition.
One of my favorite things is to
listen to my dad and his siblings
tell stories from when they were
little. I love to hear about all the
crazy things they did growing up.
One story they tell is about my
dad getting left at a store. They
had gone to Gibsons, which was
kind of like Wal-Mart. My dad
is one of seven kids , and when
they were leaving they must have
miscounted because my 5-year-old
father was left at the store. When
they got home they received a
call from the store asking if they
were missing a kid. They then of
course rushed back to the store
to retrieve their forgotten child.
The morning after Thanksgiving we wake up early and some
people go hunting for game while
others go hunting for the Black
Friday sales.
Those of us who shop have a
plan before we go. We search the
catalogs for the things we want
so that when we get to the stores

we can divide and conquer. I have
tall cousins who can see over the
masses of people to scope out
the things we are looking for.
We have found that the most
efficient way to conquer the sales
is to evenly divide short people
with tall people. This gives the
short people eyes over the crowd
and someone to reach over other
people when necessary.
These are just a few of the
things that make Thanksgiving
what it is to me. Mostly I just
enjoy spending time with family I rarely see outside of our
Thanksgiving festivities.
Be it Thanksgiving or any
other h oliday, we each have our
favorite and reasons that make it
our favorite. Whether it be family,
friends, traditions or a combination
of the three, we have a holiday
that means something to us and
will always have a special place
in our hearts.
SAVANNAH LEE is an asst.
photographer for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
slee1@harding.edu
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On Pins and Noodles

I

never thought of myself as prone to an
identity crisis. But that was before last
week, when I was mistaken for a Muppet.
I was on my way ·to the weekly meeting of the poetry club - where all five of
the cool people on campus hang out every
Thursday - and I stopped at Wendy's
for dinner. There was a long line, so I had
plenty of time to get to know the family
in front of me. Especially since Mary Ann
(age 4) was a very sociable youngster. She
told me all about herself: where she went
to school, what she liked to eat, and what
happens at home when she gets caught
sticking out her tongue.
Meanwhile, her sister Carolyn (age 5)
was eyeing me suspiciously. Finally, curiosity
got the best of her. I record the dialogue
exactly as it h appened:
Carolyn: I seen one of you before.
Me: Where did you see one of me?
C arolyn: I seen you on "Elmo. "
Me: What was I doing on "Elmo"?
Carolyn: You were doin' something funny.
Me: Do you think I am Mr. Noodle?
Carolyn: Yes.
When she first spoke up, I had initially
been intrigued by the possibility of a doppelganger. That sort of thing doesn't happen
every day. My last time was 2003, when a
guy talked to me for 10 minutes before I
told him that I wasn'tJeffWalling. But this
Elmo double identity was not exactly what
I had in mind.
Carolyn's mother tried to smooth things
over.
"You must get that all the time," she said.
"No, ma'am," I answered, unsmoothed.
"This is the first."
Just in case you don't have a 5-year-old

michael
claxton

Carolyn: I seen you on
"Elmo."
Me: What was I doing
on "Elmo"?
Carolyn: You were
doin' something funny.
Me: Do you think I am
Mr. Noodle?
Carolyn: Yes.

in your family, let me fill you in on Mr.
Noodle. He's a tall, gawky man with curly
hair and a prominent mustache. He wears
checkered vests and floppy bow-ties and
is a first-class goof He looks slightly professorial, in a first-class-goof sort of way. to young viewers as "Mr. Noodle's brother,
Most importantly, he's a friend of Elmo, Mr. Noodle."
the reigning king of children's television.
By the way, I did not look all that up on
Elmo is bigger than SpongeBob. Bigger Wikipedia. I just knew it. And so does my
than Dora the Explorer. Bigger than Barney. nephew, Samuel. And knowledge is power.
Way bigger than Barney. So much bigger
But you can see why an Associate Profesthan Barney that I can't even tell you how sor of English at a distinguished university
much bigger he is than Barney. If I were might not be thrilled to be mistaken for
to try to describe how much bigger he is Mr. Noodle. Mr. Rogers, yes. Mr. Magoo,
than Barney, I would need, like, a lot more maybe. Even Mr. Clean would be OK. But
column space. So much bigger than Barney, Mr. Noodle? Once this gets out, I will lose
in fact, that Elmo will soon have his own whatever control I had in the classroom.
show in Pakistan. I am not kidding.
Student 1: How do you write on the
Anyway, Elmo goes to M r. Noodle when board, Mr. Noodle?
he has practical questions about life: H ow
Student 2: How do you work the Powerdo you walk the dog, Mr. Noodle? How Point, Mr. Noodle?
do you put on a coat, Mr. Noodle? How
Student 3: How do you explain Milton's
do you defeat the Colovian warlord Titus use of enjambment in his blank verse epic,
Mede on "Elder Scrolls IV," Mr. Noodle? Mr. Noodle?
There goes another ounce of dignity.
And so forth. But whenever Mr. N oodle
tries to act out a simple task, he ends up Thanks, little Carolyn, wherever you are.
falling all over himself. Or getting tied
in knots. Originally played by Bill Irwin, MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
the character was later joined by the late contributor for the Bison. He may be
Michael Jeter, who was gently introduced contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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Carmona makes record-setting kick
by MARSHALL
HUGHES

NBA lockout
NBA officials announced
recently that all November
games have now been canceled.
(Yawn.) They must be ready
to stick to their guns since
NBA-TV is already hard up for
programming. The other night
they showed back-to-backto-back "Hoosiers." Classic
movie but that's not the point.
Maybe they're hoping the
spoiled pro players will watch
a movie about the true love for
basketball. Those kids poured
out their hearts and souls for
that little town of Hickory
and got nothing in return but
their team picture hanging on
the gym wall. They also came
away with a sense ofpride and
the meaning of a team.
The players bickering in
this NBA lockout have no
pride or could not care less
about the team. They want
those extra millions to support
their materialistic habits. Can't
say the owners are in the right
either.
Kris Humphries got the
shaft. Not only is he not
playing basketball and making
lots of money, his wife, Kim
Kardashian, kicked him to
the curb and is threatening to
keep the $2 million ring. Ouch.
His brother-in-law of72 days,
Lamar Odom, must be keeping
his Kardashian happy as he
is still following her around
everywhere she goes. What
else does he have to do? It
seems to me that these whining
overgrown boys would be
thrilled to get paid the huge
salaries that they have been
getting and get on with their
shallow lives.
NBA Commissioner David
Stern has locked horns with
National Basketball Players
Association President Derek
Fisher. While they have some
progress on "system" issues,
the split of the all-important
revenue has caused a great
divide. The NBA and owners
have offered a 50-50 split, but
the players' union is holding
firm with its demands of a
52 percent share. That may
not seem like a big deal but
it accounts for millions upon
millions of dollars.
It's rumored that Fisher
is playing one side against
the other while trying to
stay in favor with both of
the parties. That's unlikely to
happen as they would have to
get 30 percent ofthe players to
sign a petition and a majority
vote in favor. Fisher is trying
to calm the union by harping
on his allegiance to them. The
UALR alum has denied any
secret negotiations or side deals.
The lockout, which began
on July 1, does not appear to
be over anytime soon unless
appointed federal mediator
George Cohen can get the
two sides to agree. Fisher has
stated that although the players
want to get back to work, they
will not sign off on a bad deal
just to save this season.
Hopefully the players
have enough money in their
bank accounts to last them
awhile. But the real everyday
people who depend on these
games for an income are out of
luck. The arena workers, food
service providers and other
businesses that profit from the
basketball industry will be left
out in the cold. The owners
and players are pointing their
fingers at each other, but we all
know there is enough blame to
go around every arena in the
country. Stop your whining
and get on with it.
MARSHALL HUGHES
is the sports editor for
the 2011-2012 Bison.
He may be contacted at
jhughes3@harding.edu.

sports editor
When senior kicker and
punter Eddy Carmona
made the decision to join
the Harding football team
after transferring from the
University of Central Arkansas, no one could have
predicted the impact that
he would have on the Bison
team this season.
In last Saturday's game
against East Central Oklahoma,
Carmona booted an incredible
62-yard field goal earning him
the Great American Conference special teams player of
photo by ASHEL PARSONS I The Petit Jean
the week for the second time
this season. The Charleston, Senior Kicker Eddy Carmona (38) winds up for a field goal attempt as
Ark., native cleared the up- Alex Finley (11) lays down the hold. Darby Palmer is the deepsnapper.
rights with ease in extremely
windy conditions, which he the game 23-16 in overtime, and I was also confident East Central Saturday. The
used in his advantage with the performance by Carmona with the field goal team," punt was the second longest
in Harding's history.
only seconds left on the clock was the highlight ofthe game. Carmona said.
Saturday's field goal is
"I was confident that I
Carmona also added a 73going into halftime.
Although the Bisons lost could make the field goal yard punt to his resume against the fourth longest in NCAA

history and the longest kick
in the NCAA at any level this
season. It was eight yards
longer than the previous
Harding record.
"It 's a special feeling,"
Carmona said. ''I'm really
thankful that Coach [Ronnie
Huckeba] gave me the chance
to kick it first of all. And I
appreciate the fact that all of
the coaches and my teammates
have confidence in me. I am
very proud of the field goal
team - deep snapper Darby
Palmer, holder Alex Finley
and the protection I get from
the linemen. I couldn't have
done it without them. I'm
really glad that everyone got
to be a part of it."
Carmona will graduate
from Harding in May and
plans to continue to put that
leg to work at the next level.
'Tm really looking forward
to graduating in May and
also hoping that I get the
chance to play professional
football," Carmona said.

Lady Bison basketball 1-2,
looks to turn things around
Harding continues its five-game road hump in Joplin
by WHITNEY DIXON

editorial asst.
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Senior Chelsea Brandon ranks sixth in career
goals (24) and seventh in points (55) at Harding.

Soccer teams cap
off fall seasons
by MARSHALL
HUGHES

sports editor
The Harding men's and
women's soccer teams have
seen their seasons come to
close with losses in conference
tournament play. The men's
soccer program is still affiliated
with the GulfSouth Conference
whose tournament was held
in Pensacola, Fla. The Bisons
(6-11-2 overall record) were
led by senior defender Austin
Bro'""n and junior midfielder
Jackson Savage who earned
All GSC tournament honors.
Harding fell 2-1 to eventual
tournament champ Christian
Brothers in Friday's semi-final
to end the 2011 season. The
ninth-ranked Bucs defeated
the Bisons by only one goal for
third time this season. Savage
was selected as a first team
All-GSC honoree.
"I was extremely proud of
the way we performed,"Savage
said. We proved that we are
force to be reckoned with."
The Bisons had a much
improved team this season.
"1his year, more than ever,
we had a true 'team' mindset,"
Savage said. 'We had the work
ethic required to accomplish our
goal (qualify for tournament)
and to be successful."
They scored 22 goals this
season as compared with 9
last season. Harding also set

a defensive school record with
a 1.42 goals against average.
"There was an obvious
difference in the quality ofplay
from the beginning of the year
to the end of the season and
that is exciting," Savage said. ''I
hope the growth continues
and we progress even farther
next season."
The Lidy Bisons pla)ed in the
inaugural G.AC. tournament
in Ada, Okla., and fell in the
opening round 6--0 to conference
champs and tournament hosts,
East Central Oklahoma. Their
season ended with an overall
record of 4-13-1.
Forwards Chelsea Brandon
from Arlington, Tenn., and
Adriana Lucar, a Lima, Peru,
native, earned their first-ever
GAC All-Tournament honors.
''Adriana's passion for the
game and her desire to always
improve her game is what sets
her apart,"Brandon said. "The
GAC All-Conference team
includes Lucar and Hannah
Hatcher with first team honors
and Ashley Royce and Chelsea
Brandon with second team
honors."
East Central defeated
Ouachita Baptist 3-1 to win
the tournament.
"Being a part of the very
first GAC women's soccer
tournament was a very cool
feeling, and then being part of
the first GAC All-Tournament
team was an added positive,"
Brandon said.

The Lady Bison basketball team is off to
a promising start. Though right now they
stand 1-2 in non-conference play, the Lady
Bisons look to flip things around and start
over_tonight against Missouri Southern
State tonight at 7 p.m. in J oplin, Mo.
The Lady Bisons have been using
their time on the road to prepare for the
upcoming season. Their games will continue
to be on the road until Nov. 28 when they
play their first home game against Central
Baptist College.
They will have had four games on the
road before playing with a home court
advantage, which according to head coach
Tim Kirby can be tough, especially on
new players.
"That's probably the biggest negative
to starting out on the road; we're throwing
some freshmen out there to go try to win
games on somebody else's floor and that's
pretty tough for a veteran team, much less
someone that was playing high school
basketball last year," Kirby said.
Though Kirby said that the team is
not necessarily a young team because
they are returning several experienced
players, the Lady Bisons are returning
only three starters: senior Sierra Rollins,
who received All-Conference honors last
year, senior Kallie Bartee and sophomore
Kristen Celsor.
The team lost sophomore p'o int guard
Michaela Brown to a torn ACL at the
beginning of the school year. Kirby said
that her injury was a significant loss to
the team, but that they have freshman
talent that, with some work, can step up

and fill her role.
Kirby also said that the scheduling of
away exhibition games was purposeful.
The new Great American Conference
. now includes several schools in Oklahoma,
which is a much farther distance to travel
for away games than any of the schools in
the old conference, and games on the road
are difficult for the new players.
"The closest of those teams is five and a
halfhours away," Kirby said. "The younger
players don't know how to handle that at
this point in their career. We scheduled
three exhibition games that we're traveling
a long way to play. Hopefully they got
some road experience from that."
The Lady Bisons lost their first two
exhibition games to Missouri State
University and University of MissouriKansas City, but Kirby said he did not
see this as detrimental.
"It was probably good for us, because
we saw some positives in those games."
Kirby said. "The freshmen - you could
see, their eyes were opened and you could
see them kind of figuring things out as
the games went on."
Rollins agreed that the freshman
players just need some time to settle into
the groove of college ball.
"They're trying to do the best that
they can, and they've actually been a huge
asset to us because they know how to play
basketball," Rollins said. "It's just that
transition from high school to college."
The freshmen proved that they are
learning, as the Lady Bisons went on to
win their last exhibition against Lipscomb
University 45-51. Freshman guard led the
Lady Bisons with a game-high 14 points
and freshman forward Arielle Saunders
led HU with nine rebounds.

photo by ASHEL PARSONS I The Petit Jean
Sophomore forward Katie Dunn (20) is seen driving toward the hoop.
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A sad ending in Happy Valley
Matthew Chaffin
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Over the~ the world ofsports
has been graced with a number of
coaches that have transformed their
sport into what it is today. Major
League baseball had Joe McCarthy;
the NBA had Don Nelson and
Pat Riley, and NCAA Basketball
had the late great John Wooden.
However, every Saturday since
the fall of 1966 State College in
Pennsylvania has been blessed
with one ofthe most transcendent
coaches to ever grace a playing field.
For many who view the realm of
sports with the same awe-inspiring
luster as a priceless jewel, myself
included, it was always thought
that Joe Paterno would ride off
into that beautiful sunset known
as retirement and go peacefully.
However, nowJoe Pa, who's in
the middle of his 45th season of
coaching at Penn State, is facing
a scandal that has caused all that

he's built up in his 62 total years in
Happy Valley to implode in a cloud
of accusations and concealed facts.
With each newstorysurfacingin
connection with the abuse ofat least
eight boys throughout a fifteen year
span by Paterno's former defensive
coach Jerry Sandusky, the future for
Joe Pa has grown grim. While yes,
Paterno is not completely to blame
for the burying of facts and lack
of action, this was still his team,
under his watch, where his actions
define not only a university but also
a community. Which draws me to
beg the question I've been avoiding
for the past 5 seasons, win or not,
can an 84 year old man sufficiently
run a college football program?
I mean let's look at the facts
over the past few years up in Happy
Valley under the leadership ofJoe
Pa. In the time between the 2002
and 2008 season the boys down at
Penn State have led the nation in
one category that no team wants
to be number one in, player arrests. In that seven-season span,
the Nittany Lions had 46 players
arrested and accounted for more
than 160 criminal charges. As sad
as it is to say, this was a sign that
Joe Paterno's hold over his team

photo by SAVANNAH LEE I The Bison
Sophomore outside hitter Mollie Arnold (11) leaps up for the

kill. Arnold is averaging close to 4 kills per set this season.

The Lady Bisons hoping
for plenty of kills and
digs in tournament play
by MARSHALL HUGHES
sports editor
The Lady Bison Volleyball team
is gearing up for the inaugural GAC
tournament championship beginning
Friday, Nov. 11. Conference champions Arkansas Tech play host for
the tournament in their hometown
of Russellville, Ark.

We have not reached
our full potential yet
but hopefully we will
peak this weekend
Amber Parker, senior
defensive specialist
The top eight teams in the league

will battle it out in single elimination
matches. There will be four quarterfinal matches on Friday and a pair
of semi-final matches Saturday. The
tournament champion will be crowned
after the final match on Saturday at 7
pm. GAC player of the week Amber
Parker says that the tournament is
l!Venly balanced and could lead to
some entertaining games.
"The conference is very evenly
d istributed in talent," Parker said.

"This makes for an interesting
tournament and I'm excited to see
if there are any upsets."
Harding enters the tournament as
the number two seed with a conference
record ofl3-3 and an overall record
of23-7.1hey have been paired with
No. 7 seed Southwest Oklahoma
State who has a conference record
of 5-11. This match takes place on
Friday at 2:30 pm.
"I am excited that we get to play
Southwest Okla. St. for the first
round. We match up well with them
when both teams are playing well,"
Parker said. "Our strategy is for each
player to play well individually and
for the team to come together as a
whole and play well every set."
If the Lady Bisons are successful
in the first round of tournament play,
they will advance and take on the
winner of the third seed Southeastern
Oklahoma State (10- 6) versus No.
six seed Southern Arkansas (7- 9)
in a semi-final match on Saturday.
"As long as each player does their
job and we take advantage of the
other team's weaknesses, we have
great potential to beat any team,"
Parker said. W e have not reached
our full potential yet but hopefully
we will peak this weekend."
All of the volleyball matches are
being covered by the GAC sports
network via online webcast.
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A. valttab1e hoops ptayer
with medicine on his mind
by AERIAL WHITING

copy editor
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has been fading gradually over
the years.
Now for many great men who
have led their troops throughout
a dynasty such as the one we've
witnessed at Penn State, you might
say the pressure to go out on top
was, in essence, their downfall.
Although, for Joe Pa, I don't
think that's necessarily true. In my
eyes, Joe Paterno was just a man
who let his good natured, 'everyone
deserves second chances' attitude
cloud his judgment. And for that,
I think thats why one of the true
greats in sports history has left the
sport he changed forever.
As of Wednesday, university
trustees took matters into their own
hands, axing the longest tenured
head coach in the history of the
game. With this announcement,
the trustees at Penn State are not
only ridding the sports realm ofone
of the greatest coaches in history,
but also snatching the attention
away from a number of seniors
playing in their last home game
in Beaver Stadium this Saturday
against Nebraska after a heck
of a season. And that alone, is a
tragedy I fear will never truly be
recognized by many.
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Embracing new traditions by spending holidays away
by CAITLIN CALDWELL

student writer
Although most Harding students will
head home to celebrate the upcoming
Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays,
Harding's 200 international students do
not always have that option. So what do
they do on these breaks?
For junior Hailey Park, a student from
South Korea, going home for the holidays
is not easy.
"Thanksgiving I usually go to a friend's
house but for Christmas I go to Boston
and stay with families from my church,"

Waterloo, Ontario, and has been fortunate
Park said.
Park has not been home for Christmas enough to go home every Christmas break.
in six years. But this year, she gets to go
"For Thanksgiving I usually visit my
back. However, Christmas in South Korea sister in Nashville, and go back to Canada
is very different from Christmas in the U.S. at Christmas," Pinczuk said.
"I miss my family, especially during the
Christmas is the only break Pinczuk
holidays, so it will be good to be back," Park spends at home.
said. "Christmas is more of a big deal for
For other students, like junior transfer
couples than for families. And instead of Rick Jane from China, holidays can be a little
depressing. This is Jane's third month to
presents, we get money."
Park said that money is given for being be in the U.S. and his first Christmas here.
"I miss my family and friends so much,"
young and one must bow in order to receive it.
Junior Larissa Pinczuk also has the Jane said. "But I am excited to see how Americhance to go home this Christmas, unlike cans celebrate Christmas and Thanksgiving."
For other students, housing international
most international students. Pinczuk is from

students is something that has become the
new tradition. Senior Chris Ngu from South
Africa has spent several holidays with his
friend, senior Daniel Meeker.
"Having Chris stay with us is a good
way for Chris to be around family for the
holidays, when he can't be with his own,"
Meeker said.
The importance of being around family
for the holidays is something Meeker takes
for granted.
"For Chris to stay with my family has
really made me thankful for mine, especially during the holidays, when family is
so important," Meeker said.

Honoring a long-lost veteran Relationships

make it special

Harding professor recounts story of
uncle's service to country and others
by ROXANNE MOAVENI

guest writer
Veterans Day is a time to remember
and honor those who have fought
bravely for the rights of our country
as well as those who have died in the
process.
At Harding, there is a Bible professor whose family has been directly
affected by a veteran of World War
II. Dr. Shawn Daggett never had the
chance to meet his uncle John Harlan
Willis, an honored war veteran.
Yet Daggett still knows the story
of his uncle by heart.
At the age of 23, the Columbia,
Tenn., native worked as a medic who
participated as a Platoon Corpsman
in the Battle oflwo Jima in 1945.
Willis disobeyed his orders to
await medical release despite having
been severely wounded by shrapnel
during a battle.
He rushed to the aid of an injured
soldier, giving him a blood plasma
transfusion even though the soldier was
at the extreme front near enemy lines.
While this occurred, a grenade was
thrown down into the trench they were

occupying. Without hesitation Willis
threw the live grenade back at the enemy and resumed his administrations.
Seven more grenades were thrown
down at them; seven more times Willis
threw them back.
It was the ninth grenade that finally
killed him, yet he died with it clasped
in his hand and with his wounded
comrade alive.
Many other Marines were around
them and they witnessed his valor
and dedication.
With renewed vigor they charged
the enemy despite being outnumbered
and won a battle that was thought to
have beep a lost cause.
"He did all that he could to save
the lives of the people around him,"
Daggett said.
Selflessly saving the lives of his
fellow soldiers made Willis a hero
of the country and after his death on
Feb. 28, 1945, he was posthumously
awarded the Medal of Honor.
His wife and 7-month-old son
received the award on his behalf.
His little sister, Lucy Daggett, was
9 years old when she last saw her big
brother.
"I believe I was his favorite little

Alumni relations director shares
her story, ~hy she loves her job
by ALEXIS
HOSTICKA

features editor

photo courtesy of

LUCY DAGGETT
Veteran John Harlan Willis was
killed in the Battle of lwo Jima
and posthomously awarded a
Medal of Honor.
sister," Lucy said, as she looked at
newspaper clippings of her heroic
older brother.
Not only was her elder brother
awarded the Medal of Honor, but so
was the destroyer escort USS John
Willis (DE-1027).
Willis' actions in World War II are
perhaps best remembered through
the last line of the dedication on his
Medal of Honor: "He gallantly gave
his life for his count ry."

Fighting for 'Modern Warfare 3'

photo by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison

Hundreds of anxious gamers wait in line for hours to purchase "Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3" at
midnight on Monday, Nov. 5.

Harding alumna Liz
Howell works with some
of the thousands of Harding alumni on a daily basis,
answering their questions,
organizing events and so
much more.
But the Alumni Relations
Director also has her own
story to tell.
"I started in '74 as a freshman but then got married the
summer after my freshman
year and took 15 years off
before I graduated in '91,"
Howell said. "I just call it the
accderated dating plan -we
spent so much time together,
more than a normal couple,
and it was just a different
world back then."
Howell has been married for nearly 3 7 years and
has two children who both
graduated from Harding.
She began her career as the
Alumni Relations Director 13
years ago after transitioning
from a very different job at
a medical center.
"I have a background in
health care administration
and I was the vice president
at White County [Medical
Center],"Howell said. "I was
approached by Harding to
see ifl wanted the job and
I took it."
Since beginning her work
at Harding, Howell said
that her Harding experience has influenced how
she does her job and helps
her communicate.
"I'm energized when I
meet future students, alumni
and parents because I know
how great Harding is and
what's to come for the future
students," H owell said.
As she works with these
people Howell said that
her favorite part of the job
is forming relationships.
Alumni will often thank her
for the work she does and
H owell has the opportunity
to keep in contact with many
ofthe people she works with.
She said she also has
the opportunity to see God
at work.
"I've met people that the
reasons they are [at Harding)

Harding [in
the beginning]
was just a
dream for
ordinary
men and
women and
the Harding
of 2011 is
more than
the founders
could have
ever dreamed.
-Liz Howell,
Alumni
Relations
director
is because of God and how
he worked in their lives, and
it changes the course oftheir
lives," Howell said.
Looking back at the history ofHarding, Howell said
it was truly a different world
than what the university is
like today.
"Harding [in the beginning] was just a dream for
ordinary men and women
and the Harding of 2011
is more than the founders
could have ever dreamed,"
Howell said. "Teachers
would wear raincoats and
students had umbrellas in
class in the late 1920s when
Harding first started because
the roofs leaked."
Being able to look back
on this history of Harding
and watching students grow
is part of what Howell said
she loves about her job.
"Harding has always had
a history of student serving
and current students keep that
torch burning,"Howell said.
Harding's total alumni
count (both students who
left without degrees and
graduates) is 54,369.
Howell said she will never
be able to know each one
of those alumni's stories or
anywhere close. However,
the impact she can have on
however many or few ofthose
people and the way she sees
God at work at what make
her love her job.

Community enjoys Tuesday night trivia, Filipino food
by ELUMBA EBENJA

business manager
Authentic ethnic food and
brain-teasing trivia questions
are just around the corner
from Harding's campus. To
spice up Tuesdays , students
can attend trivia night at the
Filipino Restaurant.
The Filipino Restaurant
is located in the shopping
center across from Sexton
Foods on Race Street. Apart
from being a dining venue, it
is also a friendly and lively
place to go on Tuesday night.
Every Tuesday at about 6
pm., owner Wehilma Frogroso
and her son Harding alumnus Carlos Frogroso host a
trivia night for anyone who
wishes to attend. The game

is comparable to "Jeopardy"
and was created by Carlos
after he saw a similar type
of game on TV.
"Tuesday is usually our
slow day," Carlos said. "When
I saw other people doing it,
I thought maybe we could
try it too."
The game has four levels,
which consist of general
knowledge questions that
cover information from a
broad spectrum of subjects and
dates. According to Dr. Keith
Schramm, associate professor
of chemistry, in e8£h round
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the individual or group with
the most points wins a prize.
The prizes vary from gift
cards to treats served at the
restaurant.
Groups can come in and
create their own team and
name. They can eat and enjoy
while playing.
Graduate student Maria
Gleim said that she always
enjoyed playing in the trivia
game. She said she enjoyed
the group fun and the fact
that she could bring as many
people as she wanted.
"It's fun because you meet
a lot of people there," Gleim
said. "The food is also really
good. I liked learning all the
random fun facts. I was student
teaching 4th grade at the time
and ended up learning a lot."

•.'

Tuesday night trivia is not
limited to students; instructors
and professors are welcome
to participate. Schramm is a
regular at the Filipino Restaurant on Tuesday nights.
He said that he enjoys many
aspects of the event, including the food.
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Apart from the tasty dishes
that the restaurant has to
offer, Schramm said he takes
pleasure in the trivia festivities
as well. He said he and his

family benefit by spending
time together.
"We are a game-playing
family and this is some fun
family time," Schramm said.
"We enjoy the competition.
The winners get a gift certificate for food at the Filipino
Restaurant. We have won
several times and enjoy applying the winnings to our
bill the following week."
Students who are looking
for new activities outside of
school can enjoy eating and
learning with friends and
Filipino Restaurant's trivia
night, Carlos said.
Trivia nigh t is a time
when learning, food and
friends combine to create a
wonderful night of fun and
laughs.

En te rta i n men t
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Autumnal Escapades

photos by JUSTIN HARRIS I The Bison
ABOVE: Sophomore Mackenzie Lee tries to capture the
red, gold and green scenery of Harding's campus with
her camera.
LEFT: Senior Kayla Ross and graduate student Joshua
Adams enjoy the warm, autumn day as they stroll
between the student center and Benson.

Four fab family films to catch this Thanksgiving break
by HAZEL HALLIBURTON
asst. copy editor
The Halloween candy is starting to
diminish and soon we will be stuffing
the turkey and stuffing ourselves. With
Thanksgiving comes many wonderful
things, such as turkey and dressing,
Black Friday and new movie releases.
So after you finish off the sweet potato
casserole and the last of your turkey
drumstick, maybe you should take it
easy and head out to the movie theater
for some new flicks.

The Muppets:
That's right; the singing puppets are
back and this time with Amy Adams,
Jason Segel and Chris Cooper. Tex
Richman (Cooper), an oil tycoon, wants
to drill for oil underneath the Muppet
Theater, and it's up to Mary (Adams),
Gary (Segal) and a new muppet Walter
(voiced by Jim Parsons) to find the Mup-

pets and save the theater. The Muppets
may be geared toward a much younger
audience than college students, but you
can grab your 5-year-old cousins and
use them as an excuse to go see this
movie. Rated PG for some mild rude
humor, this movie comes out Nov. 23.

Hugo:
Based on the book "The Invention of
Hugo Cabret," which won the Caldecott Medal Award, this movie tells the
heart-warming story of a 12-year-old
orphaned boy who lives in Paris during
the 1930s. In search of answers concerning his father and a robot built by
a magician, Hugo meets a girl with a
heart-shaped key that unlocks his robot
and hopefully helps unravel the mystery
around his father's disappearance and
the automaton. It is directed by Oscarwinning director Martin Scorcese. "Hugo"
will open in theaters on Nov. 23 and is
rated PG for mild thematic elements,
action/peril and some smoking.

Arthur Christmas:
While it may be Thanksgiving's time
to shine, it still has to quickly move out
of the way as Christmas steals the show.
In the rush to get Thanksgiving out of
the way, "Arthur Christmas" premieres
in local theaters Nov. 23. In this movie,
one little girl somehow gets overlooked
by Santa and his elves. Not wanting to
disappoint this little one Arthur, Santa's
son, sets out to make things right using
Santa's super- high-tech technology.
This movie gives the behind the scenes
of'Santa's operation and how he does
what he does all in one night. "Arthur
Christmas" is rated PG for some mild
rude humor.

Happy Feet Two:
"Every step counts" in this penguinfilled singing and dancing sequel that
comes out Nov. 18. The plot is centered
on a penguin named Mumble and his
son Erik, who is hesitant to learn to

dance. Mumble tries to challenge his
son to try new things because according
to him everyone has reason to try new
things and find their true selves. Erik is
inspired to try something different when
he meets a flying penguin. Starring the
voices of Robin Williams, Elijah Woods,
Matt Damon and Brad Pitt, this movie
is rated PG for some rude humor and
mild peril.
Thanksgiving is what some might
call a test-run for Christmas Day, when
good food springs onto the kitchen
table and the festive attitude becomes
contagious. And while there is no place
better than grandmother's kitchen for
catching the holiday bug, the movie
theater is also a great place to find get
into a 'tis-the-season groove.
So grab the parent's credit card, load
up the mini van with the cousins and
head to a theater near you to catch one
of these great films. And try to see if
you can sneak in some stuffing as well.
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ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR:
Taylor Swift
MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR:
Mac McAnally

FEMALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR:
Miranda Lambert
MALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR:
Blake Shelton
VOCAL GROUP OF THE YEAR:
Lady Antebellum

NEW ARTIST OF THE YEAR:
The Band Perry

VOCAL DUO OF THE YEAR:
Sugarland

SINGLE/SONG OF THE YEAR:
"If I Die Young" by The Band Perry

ALBUM OF THE YEAR:
"My Kinda Party" - Jason Aldean

